Leipzig, 9/05/2006
Web Window Manager WinLIKE 1.5 with Drag-and-Drop Desktop Features
The new version of the Window manager WinLIKE for web applications now supports cross
window drag-and-drop of any HTML elements. For the first time in the history of the WWW,
desktop features like drag-and-drop of icons, files, directory trees or visual editors are now
available for browser based, platform-independent web applications.
Drag-and-drop is a fundamental feature of interactive graphical user interfaces, especially
for use between several windows and the desktop. Now WinLIKE’s new drag-and-drop
feature provides the last desktop-limited capability to the new Web 2.0. Web developers
can use the integrated API to easily utilize all WinLIKE features in order to design their own
drag-and-drop applications: e.g. web portals, intranets, visual editors for content
management and workflow systems, desktop replacement with drag-and-drop of files and
folders, etc. The new feature can be tested online at winlike.net/go/?id=220806.
On September 28th, WinLIKE will officially be 3 years old. Since 2003 WinLIKE has
established itself as the most stable and comprehensive window technology on the Web. It
is used by thousands of users in professional and critical business services. WinLIKE is used
mainly in North America, Europe and Asia - e.g. by large enterprises such as SONY,
UNIVERSAL, BERTELSMANN, SIEMENS, ARD, ZDF, AT&T and RAYTHEON.

WinLIKE is extremely simple, adheres to HTML conventions, is only 27 kB in size and is
100% compatible with PHP, JSP, ASP.NET, AJAX and other programming languages and
techniques. In addition, it makes the development of web pages and web applications
much more efficient. The annoying differences between Internet Explorer and Netscape
(Mozilla, Firefox etc.) are now a thing of the past.
WinLIKE is free for personal use and is available for commercial use for only $80 per
website. A developers license for unlimited commercial application usage costs $1,890.
Additional information, screenshots and examples for WinLIKE are available at
www.winlike.net or wiki.winlike.net and at
contact@ceiton.com or +49 (341) 9135 830.

CEITON technologies, founded in 2000 in Germany, is a private software development and
process consulting company. Along with WinLIKE, the company also developed a leading
Workflow management system called Web Workflow PPS which uses WinLIKE as the user
interface. The company usually supports high-tech companies around the world in the
fields of media, software development, telecommunication, research and defense.

